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Summary
Political assessment and follow-up
The discussion between the five Nordic countries on the planning of society
includes a focus on retail trade. Denmark, Norway and now Finland have
amended their legislation on spatial planning. Swedens National Agency for
Housing, Building and Planning recently issued recommendations on how
retail trade should be managed in planning. Iceland is studying retail trade
planning as it prepares guidelines for sustainable development.
These amendments in legislation are a reaction to the fact that the effects of
investment in retail trade often extend beyond the boundary of each
municipality or region or the borders between countries. Geographically
adjacent areas on each side of a national border are increasingly considered to
be a single potential catchment area for retail trade.
These trends apply to many other countries. Retail trade is therefore an
important planning theme in many countries.
The fundamental issues in most countries are very similar.
 How can the various population groups be ensured shops that are nearby
and carry a wide range of goods?
 How can investment in retail trade contribute to maintaining and renewing
cities and towns?
 How can retail trade contribute to improving the urban environment in
many cities and towns?
 How can the public planning for retail trade as well as the private
investment in retail trade contribute to the sustainability of urban
development and regional development?
The fundamental trends in retail trade in most countries are also very similar:
 an increasing concentration of retail trade in large shopping centres and in
large retail outlets;
 strong development of shopping centres outside urban centres and
excessively favourable start-up conditions;
 weakening of retail trade in urban centres;
 increased targeting of customers with cars, based on the assumption that
their mobility is increasing;
 increasing distances to the retail outlets that have a varied assortment of
goods;
 an excess of potential floor space for retail trade; and
 a lack of response from public planning that can inspire and guide the
development of new retail outlets and retail concepts within the planned
structure of urban centres, which can promote a diverse supply of goods
and continuing competition.
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Although the national planning practices of the five Nordic countries are
similar, regulations and administrative practice in the individual countries
conflict in border areas.
This publication provides an overview of the planning for the location and
extent of retail trade in the five Nordic countries. The overview is intended to
be used in promoting the Nordic dialogue on planning.
The five Nordic countries are discussing development trends and planning
options, and we are considering taking initiatives that can further coordinate
planning regulations and administrative practice.
The Ministers responsible for the Environment of the five Nordic countries
have three common aims:
 to consider how to further develop uniform requirements for a planning
platform and for environmental impact assessment and how to develop a
consultation mechanism for border regions in two adjacent countries in
planning for the overall structure for retail trade or when a large, unique
potential retail trade project arises;
 to prepare close Nordic dialogue on how locating retail outlets can support
the sustainability of urban development locally and regionally and in relation to public transport, with the aim of achieving a clearer role for the
planning for retail trade in Nordic urban policy; and
 to monitor the global development trends and investment in retail trade so
that common Nordic initiatives related to the planning of cities and welfare
measures can be taken when the market situation requires this.

Bornholm, Denmark, 6 September 2000
Kjell Larsson
Minister for the
Environment
Sweden

Siri Bjerke
Minister for the
Environment
Norway
Satu Hassi
Minister for the
Environment
Finland

Siv Friðleifsdóttir
Minister for the
Environment
Iceland

Svend Auken
Minister for
Environment and Energy
Denmark
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Recent Nordic initiatives in retail trade planning
New initiatives are increasingly
being taken in retail trade. The division of labour within production,
distribution, property ownership and
the sale of goods in retail outlets
within individual countries is
increasingly being internationalized.
Economic power and ownership
are becoming increasingly concentrated. New chains of various types
are being created, with corporate
chains as the dominant type.
Short-term, lucrative desires for
investment often tend to crowd out
societal considerations. Incentives
are lacking that would encourage
corporations to think and act in a
socially responsible manner.
The trends without the benefit of
public planning for the location and
extent of retail trade have been well
documented in numerous countries
in recent decades.
Active commercial districts are
being concentrated in or near the
largest cities and towns. New large
retail outlets and shopping centres
are being constructed outside large
towns and cities. Busy smaller
shops that are located well from a
societal perspective in the centre of
numerous urban communities are
losing volume. It has often been
documented that such trends
produce undesirable regional
effects. This applies to such
factors as increasing dependence
on cars for shopping, greater distance to shops, weakening of other
urban communities and negative
effects on people without access to
a car.
One natural reaction to these
development trends has been to
change the planning legislation or
administrative practice in the Nordic
countries to ensure that interests are
balanced through planning. The
interests being balanced include
societal considerations that can
contribute to achieving sustainable

urban development, towards which
the five Nordic countries have
pledged to work.

Denmark
Analysis of the location and quantity
of retail outlet construction in
Denmark in 19871995 sparked a
moratorium and committee hearing
in 1995 and new legislation in 1997.
The entire process has included
spirited debate among many organizations and with the citizens.
Both the objectives of regulation
and the rules have been changed.
Shops must now be located in urban
centres to maintain them as lively
and diverse retail centres.
The opportunities for growth
have been restricted in the largest
cities but are being promoted in
small and medium-sized towns. New
shopping centres peripheral to urban
centres are being avoided. The
overall structure of urban centres
ensures proximity to shops for all
population groups. This reduces
transport distances and dependence
on cars and thereby supports
customers without access to a car.
Accessibility is being improved for
pedestrians, cyclists and people
using public transport, and this
creates the potential for numerous
environmental benefits.
The Planning Act requires that the
public planning authorities have a
pool of shared information and

stipulates common requirements for
reports and planning provisions.
This has generated extensive new
background knowledge among
citizens and the planning authorities
and has promoted more constructive negotiations between municipalities and regional planning authorities. The coordination with
such actors as chambers of commerce, investors and contractors
has become more focused.
Retail investors generally seems
to be investing in accordance with
the new planning guidelines. The
guidelines have been incorporated
into the regional plans and are being
followed up in municipal and local
plans.
The regional plans are
establishing a coherent regional
structure for retail trade, and the
maximum size of retail outlets
allowed in municipal and local
planning is being determined.
The municipal and local plans
then ensure the overall structure in
more detailed planning.

Sweden
The main principle of Swedens
Planning and Building Act is that the
municipalities determine the use of
land if this does not conflict with
certain specific national interests.
The Act was amended in 1996 to
increase the opportunities to manage
the location of retail trade. In
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connection with the amendments to
the Act, the National Board of
Housing, Building and Planning
started to analyse how the municipalities apply the Act in planning for
retail trade in late 1997.
The special focus was the
increasing peripheral location of
shopping centres. This trend of
shifting retail trade from urban centres to newly built peripheral shopping centres had been ongoing for
years, especially in the Stockholm
area but also in such areas as Skåne
and northwestern Västra Götaland
County.
The results of the analysis were
published in autumn 1999, and this
publication was then discussed at
seminars in various parts of Sweden. The publication includes general guidelines on applying the Act
and mostly advises on the requirements for making planning decisions
on the location of retail trade,
especially prior to making decisions
on the location of large retail outlets
and shopping centres outside urban
areas.
Many municipalities are now preparing strategies for the location of
retail trade in their municipality. This
is usually achieved in cooperation
with business and citizens, but
municipalities and regions also
collaborate on retail trade.
Developers were strongly interested in expanding existing and constructing new large retail outlets and
shopping centres in western and
southwestern Skåne after the mid1990s. This resulted in severe
restructuring of the pattern of retail
trade from urban centres and residential areas. The Skåne County Administrative Board therefore took the
initiative in 1998 to coordinate the
efforts of the municipalities as part
of a joint strategy for the development of retail trade in Skåne.
Regionförbundet Skåne (a volun-

tary association of the municipalities
in Skåne) took responsibility for
persuading the municipalities in
Skåne to work out a common perspective on retail trade planning. A
project group submitted a proposal
on a joint policy for the municipalities in Skåne in autumn 1998. The
proposal includes policy on location,
the basis for analysis and environmental impact assessment and
how municipalities can improve
their coordination of retail trade.
The Skåne Regional Assembly
was established on 1 January 1999.
The newly elected councillors decided not to pursue this proposal,
but the Skåne County Administrative
Board has used the content of the
policy proposal as the basis for discussions with the municipalities on
the location of retail trade in Skåne
and as the basis for decisions.

Norway
The number of shopping centres
outside urban centres along main
roads grew dramatically in Norway,
especially in the late 1980s. This
trend continued in the 1990s and
created the basis for a national
policy decision in 1999 imposing a
temporary moratorium on the construction of retail outlets of 3,000
m2 or more outside town centres.
The national policy decision is
being implemented in new county
plans that determine the guidelines

for the location and extent of retail
trade. The temporary moratorium
will expire after 5 years but will be
replaced by provisions in county
plans before then.
Retail trade planning is intended
to stimulate lively centres in existing
urban communities. Unnecessary
urban sprawl is to be avoided.
Planning is to determine the location
and distribution of new shops to
reduce the dependence on cars in
shopping and increase the accessibility to shops for people who do
not have access to a car.
The first new county plans have
been prepared based on the new
decision and are being assessed by
the Ministry of the Environment.
The Ministry is also carrying out
guidance efforts.
The national policy decision is an
effective means of achieving a
balance in the location of retail trade
in urban regions.
In addition, the decision has
sparked a broad debate on urban
policy. This debate has motivated
several municipalities to work on
planning and development for town
centres without waiting for the new
county plan.
The next step in Norway is to
adopt the remaining county plans. In
addition, the Planning and Building
Act will be examined critically. The
aim is to tighten the legislative
provisions for the construction of
shops and shopping centres. Norway is considering whether the
guidelines of the county plans
should be more binding and whether
more detailed provisions on retail
trade can be included in plans
prepared by the municipalities.
There are now signs, similar to
Denmark, that the increased clarity
of the spatial planning is promoting
the interest of investors in urban
centres.
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Finland
The number of retail outlets in Finland exceeding 2,500 m2 with more
than half the floor space devoted to
non-food nearly doubled in the
1990s. The transfer of substantial
turnover to larger outlets outside the
structure of urban centres also
contributed to weakening existing
urban structures. Legislation was
not adequate to initiate planning that
could prevent these problems.
After extensive political debate
and preparation of legislation, legal
provisions governing the location of
retail outlets exceeding 2,000 m2 of
floor space entered into force in
March 1999. These were integrated
into the new Land Use and Building
Act from 1 January 2000.
The Act specifies the division of
responsibility between the various
planning levels and comprises the
basis for establishing national planning objectives.
The planning for retail trade will
give priority to urban centres in
locating large retail outlets. Exemptions can be made, however, if it
can be documented that another

location will better promote sustainable development.
A coherent structure of urban
centres has been established for
each region, similar to Denmark. It
is established in a regional land-use
plan, which is prepared by the
regional council, and this is carried
out in dialogue with the Ministry of
the Environment. The regional
council is formed by the municipalities in each region.
In addition, plans must now be
prepared based on environmental
impact assessment.
The previous planning legislation
was inadequate, but the new legal
provisions are expected to provide a
basis for planning by the regional
councils and the municipalities that
is sufficiently clear that the planned
centre structure with a focus on
town centres can be realized.

Iceland
The master plan of Reykjavík from
the early 1960s allowed a secondary
centre outside the city centre. This
secondary centre was developed
and had negative effects for many
years on retail trade in the city

centre and still has these effects for
the surrounding municipalities. In an
attempt to counteract this, several
other municipalities also designated
large tracts of land for secondary
centres, but this did not meet with
great success.
The municipal plans in the
Greater Reykjavík Area have not
done much to regulate the need for
land for retail trade purposes.
There has also been reluctance to
incorporate a comprehensive view
on this theme in a regional spatial
plan. Nevertheless, regional planning
was initiated again in 1998, and a
proposed regional plan has been
prepared that covers eight municipalities. Although the proposal takes
on the challenge of sustainability
more seriously than any other
known plan, it still does not attempt
to regulate retail trade based on
objectives related to sustainability.
The new Planning and Building
Act from 1998 does not directly
regulate planning. Subsequent national planning regulations have
established rules on the preparation
of plan proposals and on the related
requirements.
The national planning regulations
stipulate that local shops are mostly
to be located in designated local
trade and service districts, whereas
shops intended to serve a large area
or a large city or city district should
be located in a designated central
district.
If a location outside the urban
area is planned for, this must be
accounted for specifically based on
the effects of this location.
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Retail trade in Nordic border regions
Differences in prices and variation
in exchange rates in the Nordic
countries have resulted in shopping
across national borders for many
years. Where the cross-border
shopping is very lively and the stipulations governing the location of
shops and other businesses are not
very precise, many shops and other
businesses are constructed right
next to the border, often without
regard for the effects on existing
urban communities.

Internal distortion
The location of shops at national
borders outside urban areas provokes the same discussion as the
problems resulting from peripheral
shopping centres, and thereby also
the discussion of adapting to a
coherent, regional structure for
retail trade.
Appropriate location of retail
trade is an important prerequisite
for the sustainable development
of society and, in particular, for
sustainable urban development.
Four border regions
The most active cross-border shopping between the Nordic countries
takes place in the Øresund region
between southern Sweden and
eastern Denmark, the Oslo Fjord/
Västra GötalandVärmland region
between southeastern Norway and
southwestern Sweden, the
TrondheimÅre region between
central Norway and northwestern
Sweden and the Bothnian Arch
region (centred around Haparanda
and Tornio) between northeastern
Sweden and northwestern Finland.
In the Øresund region, the new
fixed link across the Øresund links
two very large urban populations
and is promoting a new division of

labour and new potential for concentration in retail trade. The fixed
link will also influence the growing
cross-border shopping, which has
been concentrated in Greater
Copenhagen for many decades.
Many people travel from Norway
to Sweden to shop in the border
region. This weakens several urban
communities in Norway.
The traditional cross-border
shopping in the Bothnian Arch
region is waning. This may reduce
the need for measures related to the
border region.

Solutions are possible
Cross-border shopping combined
with inappropriate or unclear planning regulations and inappropriate
legislation on retail trade often create
location problems and difficulties
for numerous urban communities.
Nevertheless, these problems can be
solved.
In the Øresund region, a debate
needs to be conducted to strive towards common assumptions,
shared information and better coordinated, regionally planned patterns
of location for retail trade on both
sides of the Øresund.
Regional cooperation across the
national border between Østfold and
northwestern Västra Götaland is
ongoing within most sectors of
society. Here and in other border
regions between Norway and
Sweden, the methods of exchanging
experience in spatial planning need
to be discussed, including
experience with the basis for analysis, environmental impact assessment and location.
In the Bothnian Arch region, this
need may be less pronounced. The
two twin towns Haparanda and
Tornio have cooperated extensively
on planning for a long time.

The Øresund region with Greater
Copenhagen and Skåne
Source: Öresund Committee

The Oslo Fjord/Västra GötalandVärmland region and the TrondheimÅre region
Source: Ministry of the Environment,
Norway

URBAN REGION
DENSELY POPULATED AREA
URBAN AREA
BY- OG STADSREGION
RECREATION
AREA
TÆT BEFOLKET OMRÅDE
PROTECTED AREA
BY- OG STADSOMRÅDE
AGRICULTURAL AREA

The Bothnian Arch with the border towns
Haparanda and Tornio
Source: Plancenter Ltd
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Planning for retail trade in Denmark
Objectives of regulating
retail trade through
planning
The objectives of and provisions
governing retail trade in Denmark
were added to the Planning Act in
1997. These new rules are intended
to ensure planning that prevents the
increasing concentration of retail
trade development near the largest
cities.
The provisions are instead intended to promote the centres of
Denmarks numerous towns as lively and diverse commercial centres,
especially the numerous mediumsized and small towns. This is intended to ensure that all groups of
consumers can avoid large transport
distances to shops, which reduces
the dependence on access to a car.
Need for regulation
The effects of retail trade projects
often transcend municipal boundaries. The framework for zoning for
retail trade purposes and the maximum size of individual outlets is
therefore determined in regional
planning, so that the decentralized

Regional planning

Denmarks 12 regional planning authorities
(11 counties and the Greater Copenhagen
Authority) revise their regional plan every 4
years. The plan is accompanied by a report
outlining the prerequisites of the plan.

objectives of planning can be
achieved.
Recent trends had demonstrated
that the most important retail trade
construction comprised large retail
outlets or shopping centres on the
periphery of the 20 or 30 largest
towns, often on major access
roads.
This trend would result in the reduction of retail trade in most of
Denmarks towns and would negatively influence local businesses,
reduce the opportunities to maintain
and modernize town centres and
leave a large part of the population
without local shops.
Denmarks planning for retail
trade therefore also focuses on the
part of the population that does not
own a car or have easy access to
one, and this can also reduce the
pollution potentially created in connection with shopping.
Since neither the population nor
consumer purchasing power is increasing substantially in Denmark,
the task of planning is to distribute
the development opportunities in a
dispersed manner and based on an

assessment of how to improve the
balance between local consumer
spending power and local spending.
Braking retail trade development
in the largest cities is thereby also
necessary to avoid further reducing
the customer base for shops in
small and medium-sized towns.
The new rules on retail trade have
obtained increasing backing among
the general population, chambers of
commerce and most of the retail
trade organizations as well as
environmental organizations.
Knowledge and shared information
are important
Planning is carried out in dialogue
between public authorities and
citizens and other partners. The
provisions of the Planning Act on
retail trade therefore aim to produce
thorough information on the supply
of shops as part of the overall
structure of retail trade. This can
help the regional planning authorities
and municipalities in assessing the
future need for land zoned for retail
trade purposes as the basis for plan
proposals.

Municipal planning

The 275 municipalities prepare a
municipal plan. The plan is accompanied
by a report outlining the prerequisites of
the plan.

Local planning

Municipalities prepare local plans before
large development projects are initiated or
when otherwise needed.
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Rules for retail trade
planning

Framework management
Denmarks rules on retail trade
planning are incorporated in the
Planning Act. The Act is based on
the principle of framework management, in which the municipalities
planning must comply with the
regional planning framework established by the 12 regional planning
authorities (11 county councils and
the Greater Copenhagen Authority).
This also applies to retail trade
planning.
The regional plans are valid for
12 years. The popularly elected
municipal councils have planning
authority at the furthest level of decentralization and prepare municipal
and local plans. A local plan determines in a binding way the final use
of each property but can normally
be changed without compensation.
The procedure on the production of
plans ensures that the public is consulted extensively during the entire
planning process.
National planning is expressed in
the national planning reports of the
Government prepared after each
election to the Folketing (parliament). A report formulates comprehensive planning issues and general guidance that typically focuses
on major planning initiatives, new
perspectives or themes. Parallel with
the new rules on retail trade planning, the 2000 national planning
report is based on the development
of competence-oriented regions and
the interaction of spatial planning
with business development, transport and the environment.
The state interests in planning are
disseminated well in advance to the
regional planning authorities in the
form of state guidelines on the revision of regional plans. This also
applies to the prerequisites for retail
trade planning, and the state authorities thereby clarify at an early stage
the perspectives they will use in assessing the future regional plan pro-

posals and their provisions.
The Planning Act requires the
Minister for Environment and Energy to submit a report every 2
years to the Folketing Environment
and Regional Planning Committee
that describes and assesses trends in
the regional, municipal and local
planning related to the structure for
retail trade. The first report was
submitted in January 2000.
State veto
The Minister for Environment and
Energy may veto a regional plan
proposal to protect state interests.
In connection with regional plan
proposals on retail trade, the regional planning authorities may also
submit objections to the regional
plan proposal of another regional
planning authority with the same
effect as a veto from the Minister.
After a state or regional veto, agreement must be reached through
negotiation on changes in the relevant regional plan proposal.
Objectives
The national objectives for the development of retail trade are laid
down in §5 of the Planning Act:

 promoting a diverse supply of
retail shops in small and mediumsized towns and in individual districts of large cities;
 ensuring that areas are designated
for retail trade purposes in locations to which people have good
access via all forms of transport,
including especially walking,
bicycling and public transport;
 promoting a societally sustainable
structure for retail trade that
limits the distance people need to
transport themselves in order to
shop; and
 ensuring that shops are located in
urban centres.
Management instruments in
regional and municipal planning
The regional planning authorities and
municipalities must use three instruments in connection with their planning for the location and size of
shops:
 delimitation on a map of town
centres, district centres in cities
and local centres, which comprise the overall structure of retail
trade;
 establishment of the total gross
floor space allowed for retail

The local balance of
retail trade in Greater Copenhagen. The
Planning Act aims to
improve the balance
between the shares of
retail trade in different communities as a
percentage of local
purchasing power.
Prepared by the Spatial Planning Department, Ministry of
Environment and
Energy, Denmark
based on analysis of
retail trade by municipalities. Source:
PlanGIS-Danmark,
Spatial Planning
Department, Ministry
of Environment and
Energy, 2000

Turnover as a
percentage of private
consumption for
speciality goods
> 120
100 - 120
80 - 100
60 - 80
40 - 60
< 40
Municipalities with a large number of summer cottages
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Part of the Aarhus County

regional plan for retail
trade: delimitation of
Grenaa City. The town
centre is delimited, and this
is where most shops must
be located.

trade development in each area
delimited; and
 setting a maximum size of shops
(gross floor space) selling daily
consumer goods and selling speciality goods.
Not everything is to be delimited.
Planning can be conducted for
shops outside the delimited centre
districts in the case of:
 small areas for shops that are
intended solely to serve a limited
part of a town or a city district, a

village, a summer cottage area or
the like;
 areas for shops that solely sell
groups of goods that require extraordinary space, such as car
dealers, timber suppliers or building-material outlets as an integrated part of a timber outlet;
 areas for small shops in connection with the production facilities
of a company to sell the companys products; and
 areas for retail trade to the extent
that it is not possible to designate

sufficient areas in the centre of
the town because of considerations related to a conservationworthy urban environment.
The main guideline of the Planning
Act is that shops may not be planned to have more than 3,000 m2 of
gross floor space for daily consumer goods and 1,000 m2 for speciality goods. Plans may only allow larger shops than these if there are
special planning reasons. The gross
floor space is defined as the total
floor space, including sales area,
storage, covered outdoor storage,
personnel rooms and other rooms,
including the use of the cellar.
Reports
The regional planning authorities and
municipalities are required to base
their plans on an assessment of the
existing structure for retail trade and
on the future need for retail space.
This assessment must be included in

Reports on the prerequisites of the plan in accordance with the Planning Act
Regional planning
§6.
Subsection 9. The report that covers the
part of the regional plan that includes
guidelines for the structure of retail trade
shall include:
1) an assessment of the current floor space
used for retail trade purposes in each
town and city district according to the
main categories of shop and the total
turnover within each category;
2) an assessment of the need for new construction or the conversion of existing
buildings to retail trade purposes;
3) an outline of the objectives of the
structure of retail trade, including the
catchment area expected to be served
by the shops that are permitted to be
located within the areas delimited;
4) information on how the proposal
promotes a diverse supply of shops in
small and medium-sized towns;
5) information on how the proposal
promotes a diverse supply of shops in
the centre of the individual towns, cities
or districts, including the premises for
the delimitation of the centre of each
individual town or city district and for
any deviation from the provisions of
§5d, subsection 1;

6) an outline of the accessibility for
people transported through various
means to the areas designated for retail
trade purposes; and
7) information on the special reasons
based on planning considerations for
the establishment of permitted shop
sizes exceeding 3,000 m2 of gross floor
space for daily consumer goods or
1,000 m2 of gross floor space for
speciality goods.
Municipal planning
§11.
Subsection 8. The report that covers the
part of the municipal plan that includes
guidelines for the supply of retail shops,
cf. subsection 5, no. 4, shall include:
1) an assessment of the current floor space
used for retail trade purposes in each
town and city district according to the
main categories of shop and the total
turnover within each category;
2) an assessment of the need for new construction or the conversion of existing
buildings to retail trade purposes;
3) an outline of the objectives of the structure of retail trade, including the catchment area expected to be served by the
shops that are permitted to be located

within the areas delimited;
4) information on how the municipal plan
promotes the objectives for the general
structure of the municipality, including
how the proposal promotes a diverse
supply of shops in small and mediumsized towns and the urban environment
in the areas proposed to be designated
for retail trade purposes;
5) an outline of the accessibility for
people transported through various
means to the areas designated for retail
trade purposes; and
6) information on the special reasons
based on planning considerations for
the establishment of permitted shop
sizes exceeding 3,000 m2 of gross floor
space for daily consumer goods or
1,000 m2 of gross floor space for
speciality goods.
Local planning
§16.
Subsection 6. The report accompanying a
local plan proposal that permits the
establishment of shops shall describe the
impact of the buildings on the urban
environment, including the existing
buildings in the area, open spaces and
transport conditions.
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the reports prepared for each plan.
This ensures that the basis for
adopting the plan is sound and that
the public has a genuine opportunity
to participate in the debate on the
supply of shops at the regional and
local levels.

Plans for the supply of
shops

Experience with the retail trade
planning by Denmarks regional
planning authorities shows that
these authorities and the municipalities cooperate well based on a pool
of shared information on the
structure of retail trade.
Legislation allows the necessary
flexibility in planning. The delimitation of centres in the regional plan
proposals provides sufficient potential retail space and includes numerous options for municipal planning
and for retailers.
The Minister for Environment
and Energy has used his authority to
veto plans in connection with the
present revision of regional plans,
which are including retail trade for
the first time.
Most of the proposed regional
plans allow substantial growth in the
floor space for retail trade purposes,
also in the largest cities. This restricts the development opportunities of small and medium-sized
towns. In addition, the regional
plans proposed generally allowing
larger retail outlets for speciality
goods and for daily consumer goods
than allowed by the guidelines of the
Planning Act without valid special
reasons based on planning considerations. In addition, some proposed
regional plans had designated large
amounts of land to be zoned for
secondary centres outside the towns
even though this cannot be justified
based on a conservation-worthy urban environment in a town centre
and a lack of opportunity to delimit
space for retail trade there.
The regional planning is at an
advanced stage. The negotiations on

The planned overall
structure for retail
trade in Aarhus
County. The map
shows four levels of
centre. The largest
towns also have
several district centres
in their overall
structure.

Århus
Amt
Aarhus
County

Source: PlanGISDanmark, Spatial
Planning Department,
Ministry of
Environment and
Energy, 2000

all proposed regional plans are expected to be completed in early
2001, and this will be followed by
municipal planning.
In the negotiations with the regional planning authorities, the Minister for Environment and Energy
has upheld the guideline of the Planning Act, according to which shops
for daily consumer goods may not
generally exceed 3,000 m2 and
speciality goods shops 1,000 m2 of
gross floor space.
In addition, the definition of
shops that solely sell types of goods
that require extraordinary space and
can therefore be located outside the
delimited town centre is being interpreted strictly. This type of shop includes neither normal building-material outlets or garden centres nor
shops with such goods as furniture,
carpeting, major appliances or major
electronic components. These shops
must therefore be located within the
overall delimited centre structure.
Denmarks regional planning
authorities have developed somewhat different traditions for planning and negotiation. Most decided
to analyse retail trade in detail with
an accompanying discussion of
forecasts and distribution; some
prepared this jointly with the muni-

cipalities. The planning basis in most
regions and municipalities is therefore much more certain than before
the Planning Act was amended. In
many cases, the reports assess the
potential of the existing shops to sell
more goods using the same floor
space and the potential to develop
within existing land zoned by
planning that has not been
developed.
The objective is to discuss the
starting-point and the needs for each
town and each city district and
thereby also to discuss the effects
of a specific plan proposal and
whether its objectives have been
achieved.
The experience from regional
planning also confirms that achieving the objectives of planning requires comprehensive management
of the land zoned for retail trade and
of the size of the individual shops.
Experience also demonstrates the
need for detailed information on the
structure of retail outlets in the
municipalities so that this structure
can be assessed in relation to the
national and regional targets. This
will assist in determining the relevant provisions at various levels of
centre: region, municipality, city
district or local community.
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Planning for retail trade in Sweden
Objectives of regulating
retail trade through
planning

The rules on planning for retail trade
through spatial planning in Sweden
are incorporated in the Planning and
Building Act. The rules are generally
applicable and are mainly based on
the weighting of various public but
also private interests. According to
the Act, the municipalities determine
the use of land and inland waters.
Neither the Riksdag (parliament),
except through legislation, the
Government or any other authority
may issue directives that take precedence over municipal planning,
whether the issue is the location of
retail trade or the location of other
activities or installations. Nevertheless, the state maintains the right, in
the first instance through the county
administrative boards, to some control over municipal planning related
to specifically stipulated factors.
Need for management
Development in the last three decades has caused shops selling daily
consumer goods, which are necessary for most peoples everyday
shopping, to decline from about
27,000 mostly small shops to about
7,000, many of which are very large
and have very high turnover. The
proportion of small, local shops has
also increased, and many petrol stations offer such a wide range of
goods that they have developed into
comprehensive local shops. Many
of the largest retail outlets are located near main roads outside urban
areas, which has resulted in large
shifts in turnover from dense urban
areas to sparsely populated areas.
This means that shops are disappearing in large parts of the
populated area, including urban
centres, residential areas and
especially the urban areas of
villages. Location decisions have

often had effects far beyond the
municipal boundary. Municipalities
that have carried out a far-sighted
and strategic policy for the location
of retail trade have often been
threatened by inadequate long-term
thinking in other municipalities.
The location and development
opportunities of retail trade greatly
influence the potential for achieving
sustainable development. The location, supply of goods and the price
level affect the customers decisions
on where to shop and the mode of
transport they use. Shops or shopping centres in built environments,
including town centres, residential
areas and the centres of villages are
required for vitality and well-being
in local communities, for the feeling
of social security, for a diverse
supply of goods for everyone and
for reducing the need for access to
a car to buy goods and get them
home. A varied supply of good retail
locations provides the basis for
strengthening competition and
thereby a diverse and varied supply
at low prices. The location of shops
thereby becomes an important issue
for spatial planning.

Rules for retail trade
planning

Framework legislation instead of
framework management
The rules on spatial planning are
included in the Planning and Building
Act. The Act is a framework act
and includes general requirements
for the factors that must be considered in decisions on the use of land
and inland waters. The rules in the
planning legislation are generally
applicable and are based on the
principle that different interests,
especially the societal interests
described in Part 2, are to be
weighted and balanced.
Only in exceptional cases are

there detailed rules on the location
of activities and installations. There
are explicit rules for the location of
retail trade in two cases. In one case, the general requirement is that
planning must create the basis for a
reasonable network of commercial
services in urban areas. In addition,
the Act requires the presence of
reasons of considerable importance to regulate retail trade objectives in a detailed development plan.
This means that detailed objectives
related to retail trade, such as a provision banning the sale of foodstuffs, may not be included in a plan
unless the municipality has conducted an analysis justifying such a
special rule.
The municipalities responsibility
for and influence on spatial
planning
The municipalities determine the
rules on land use. Neither state nor
private interests can force any decision on land use (with a few exceptions). The basic requirements
for spatial planning, which also apply to the issue of the location of
retail trade, are that planning must
contribute to the long-term sustainable development of the built environment. Such development requires that all societal planning take
account of ecological, economic,
cultural and social factors.
The Planning and Building Act is
based on the principle that the municipalities must weigh public and
private interests and must take a
comprehensive perspective towards
planning and give priority to the
interests that provide the greatest
overall benefits. The societal interests are listed in Part 2 of the Act in
general terms. Preparatory work,
general guidelines (non-binding
rules), practice and other factors
can assist in interpretation.
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The municipal planning monopoly
Planning and Building Act
The Planning and Building Act
contains all applicable rules for
municipal spatial planning
The municipalities determine,
supported by the municipal planning monopoly, on the use of land
and inland waters, but they must
consult with the county administrative board, other state agencies, citizens, nearby municipalities in certain cases and others.
Neither the Riksdag (except
through legislation), the Government nor authorities may issue
directives for municipal planning,
but state authorities should establish the basis and recommendations for municipal planning. The
state may exercise control in certain cases after a plan has been
adopted.

The planning system
The municipalities must prepare an
overall, non-binding but advisory
plan document called a comprehensive plan. This plan describes how
the municipality intends to uphold
the public interest in binding decisions on land use. Binding decisions
on land use are made through detailed development plans or area
regulation or in individual land-use
decisions in the form of building
permits or advance decisions
(before a building permit is issued).
Detailed development plans must
impose a time limit for development
of between 5 and 15 years. During
this implementation time, the plan
may not be changed except for very
urgent reasons. The municipality
may be liable to paying compensation if the change occurring during
the implementation time results in

the property owner not being able to
develop the property. A building permit is valid for 2 years, and the construction must be completed in an
additional 3 years, or a total maximum of 5 years.
Coordination between
municipalities
According to the Planning and
Building Act, the municipality must
consider the situation in nearby
municipalities in its planning. In
connection with the planned construction of retail outlets that can
affect the situation in nearby municipalities, a municipality must consult the nearby municipalities and
they should attempt to reach a suitable agreement. This means that the
involved municipalities should analyse and describe the effects of the
plan and should attempt to assess

The municipalitys responsibility in accordance with the Planning and Building Act

Planning instrument

Municipal
comprehensive plan

Mandatory comprehensive planning that covers the entire municipality. A comprehensive
plan should account for the effects of the proposed plan on the relevant public interests.
The plan is not binding but should comprise the basis for detailed development planning
and building permits. The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning recommends
that at least large areas delimited for retail trade should be covered in the comprehensive
plan or another comprehensive document.

Area regulation

Binding basic rules for delimited areas to achieve the objectives of the comprehensive plan.
Area regulation does not provide any right to develop property and remains in force until
repealed.
Binding rules on land use in the areas covered by the plan: some mandatory and some
voluntary regulation. The detailed development plan is mandatory for:
 new coherent buildings;
 new individual buildings that are likely to have significant effects on the surroundings or
if there is a high building density; and
 buildings that are to be renovated or conserved.
A detailed development plan has some mandatory and some voluntary provisions. It
imposes binding rules for land use and manages the granting of building permits. The plan
confers the right to develop a property for a period of time to be established between 5 and
15 years.
Environmental impact assessment must be carried out if the plan permits the use of land,
buildings or other installations that are likely to have significant effects on the environment,
public health or the management of land and water resources.

Detailed
development plan

Building permit

Binding rules (right to develop a property); may determine the location, form,
implementation, use and other factors.

Advance decisions
on building permits

The suitability of a location for the intended use is assessed and a binding decision is made.
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the likely effects for a larger region
of the planned development project.
If the municipalities cannot reach
agreement, the county administrative board should assist in solving the
conflict.
State supervision in accordance with
Part 12 of the Planning and Building
Act: official assessment
The county administrative board
Part 12, §1 and §3: The county
administrative board shall annul the
municipalitys decision to adopt,
amend or annul a detailed
development plan or area regulation
if the decision could result in negative effects for:
1. national interests in accordance
with the Environmental Code;
2. coordination between municipalities;
3. human health and safety; or
4. environmental quality standards
in accordance with the Environmental Code.
The municipality may appeal the decision of the county administrative
board to the Government.
The Government
Part 12, §6: The Government may
order a municipality to adopt,
amend or annul a detailed development plan or area regulation if this is
deemed necessary to promote the
types of interests specified in §1,
points 1 and 2. (planning orders)

The states responsibility and
influence
The Planning and Building Act has
transferred full responsibility for
spatial planning to the municipalities.
Until 30 June 1988, the county
administrative boards were responsible for approving municipal
detailed development plans.
The main task of the boards in
assessing these plans was to determine whether the municipalities had
appropriately weighed the various
public interests. The municipalities
are now responsible for this
assessment.
The state, through the county

administrative boards, has maintained the right to intervene in municipal planning decisions in certain
cases. This includes planning decisions that have not been coordinated
appropriately between municipalities. The preparatory work for the
Act pointed out that large shopping
centres located outside urban centres is one specific factor to be considered here.
Basis for planning decisions
The requirements for the planning
basis, assessment, analysis and environmental impact assessment, in
general and in individual cases, are
based on the guidelines of the National Board of Housing, Building
and Planning on retail trade in planning (Handeln i planeringen). The
ecological, economic, cultural and
social factors that should be considered in location according to the
guidelines are listed below.
Overall considerations
Ecology. Management of nonrenewable energy sources. Environmental
considerations: reducing environmentally harmful emissions, public
health aspects, etc. Peripheral

shopping with its dependence on
cars should be a focus. Accessibility
by walking, bicycle and public
transport must be promoted.
Economics. Macroeconomic, microeconomic and municipal fiscal aspects. The retail sector as employers and as part of the economy as a
whole, the demand for municipal
investment, the burden on social
services budgets as the opportunities for socially vulnerable groups to
do their daily shopping themselves
decline, the effects on the state of
competition and thereby effects on
consumer prices, the supply of
goods and other factors.
Culture. Designing and adapting
shops and shopping centres in the
built environment, the need to plan
to allow space for new retail outlets,
accessibility and parking spaces in
built environments, adapting peripheral retail outlets to the local environment and others.
Social affairs. The significance of
retail trade for well-being and social
security in built environments, the
equal right of groups with fewer resources to be able to shop and
thereby achieving a reasonable
quality of life and other factors.

Comprehensive plan for a part of the centre of Partille

Public institutions and services

Retail outlets
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Residential
areas

The municipalities determine the
extent of the assessment, but the
analysis and decision-making basis
required is usually proportional to
the likely effects of a new development project.
Assessment, analysis and
environmental impact assessment
To ensure that the effects of a decision to change or fail to change the
location of retail trade can be assessed strategically or in individual
cases, the National Board of Housing, Building and Planning has proposed that the following factors are
the minimum set that must be analysed and undergo environmental
impact assessment:
 macroeconomic and municipal
fiscal effects;
 effects on the structure of settlement and land use;
 effects on the current structure
of retail trade;
 effects on citizens shopping for
daily consumer goods and on
their financial situation;
 effects on competition and price
factors;
 social effects;
 effects on equity;
 effects on employment;
 effects on energy use and the
environment;
 effects on transport services and
the flow of road traffic; and
 effects on nature, culture and
aesthetics in the built environment.
The National Board of Housing,
Building and Planning recommends
that the municipalities collaborate
and cooperate with consumers, citizens, local retailers and property
owners both on individual development projects but especially on
strategic decisions.

Plans for locating shops
The National Board of Housing,
Building and Planning has recom-

mended that the municipalities
establish a written strategy for planning districts zoned for retail trade
and especially that the municipalities
should assess all large retail development projects in such a document.
The Board says that the aim of
planning for retail trade should be to
promote good accessibility for the
general public to shops, regardless
of the mode of transport chosen,
for social, macroeconomic and environmental reasons. At the same
time, there must be space for free
and stimulating competition between
various retailers and retail interests
to achieve benefits for consumers in
the form of low prices, a varied
supply of goods and generous opening hours.
One of the most important means
for achieving these aims is active
planning that considers both the
value of the existing built environment and the need of retailers for
appropriate retail spaces, flexibility,
rationality and development potential. Such active planning establishes
the prerequisites reasonable prices
for property and leased space by
ensuring appropriate access to good
retail locations.
Many municipalities are currently
working on establishing policies on
retail trade as part of their comprehensive planning.
An example of an attempt to coordinate on a regional basis was that
carried out by Regionförbundet Skåne (a voluntary association of the
municipalities in Skåne) in 1998.
The background was that the Skåne
County Administrative Board (a state
authority) had gathered all the
municipalities in the county to discuss the extensive plans for the development of peripheral retail trade
in the county. Following the initiative of the County Administrative
Board, Regionförbundet Skåne took
responsibility for attempting to coordinate the municipalities and submitted a proposal for a joint policy
for all the municipalities in the

county. Nevertheless, the municipalities found it difficult to agree to
the proposal, and the Skåne
Regional Assembly that was newly
elected on 1 January 1999 did not
take a position on it. Nevertheless,
the County Administrative Board has
used the content of the document as
part of the basis for the decision to
annul two detailed development
plans that were assessed to be likely
to have negative effects on other
municipalities in accordance with
Part 12, §3 of the Act.
In Greater Stockholm, the Stockholm County Office of Regional
Planning and Urban Transportation
is preparing a proposal on a joint
policy on retail trade.
Conclusions
The National Board of Housing,
Building and Planning has drawn
the following conclusions from the
analysis of the municipalities implementation of the Planning and
Building Act in the location of retail
trade.
 Municipalities must act holistically, and not only positive effects should be considered; the
risk of negative effects should
also be assessed.
 The municipalities have greater
potential to manage the location
of retail trade than they believe
they have.
 Space for new shops strengthens
competition  not the peripheral
location.
 Active planning is the key: a policy on retail trade generates the
desire to invest and promotes
flexibility. Retailers do not oppose
rules that are clear, uniform and
applied equally to everyone.
 Cooperation is needed with consumers, retailers, property owners and nearby municipalities; the
municipalities should not let
themselves be played off against
one another by strong retailing
and property interests.
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Plans and provisions for shopping centres in Norway
Objectives of regulating
retail trade through
planning

In 1999, Norway adopted a national
policy decision establishing a moratorium on shopping centres outside
the centres of towns and other settlements.
This decision was implemented to
ensure a societally desirable policy
on locating large shopping centres
until county plans are adopted that
can manage this at the regional level.
The objectives are to strengthen existing centres in towns and other
settlements, to avoid trends that result in unnecessary urban sprawl
and to prevent increasing
dependence on cars and poor
access for people who do not have
a car available.
The background for adopting this
decision was the strong growth of
large shopping centres that were
constructed along the main roads
outside towns and had many negative effects. Town centres and local
centres were drained of retail trade
turnover, and other services also
gradually moved outside towns. The
population is becoming increasingly
dependent on cars for shopping and
other errands. This dispersal of
urban functions consumes huge
quantities of land, requires substantial transport and is difficult to serve
by public transport. It is also socioeconomically inappropriate for existing buildings and land in town and
local centres to be used inefficiently
at the same time that considerable
investment is being made in new
land and installations.
A key feature of Norways national urban policy is to stimulate
lively centres in towns and other
settlements as well as city districts
and local communities. Urban centres are an important meeting-place
for residents, retail trade and other
business as well as cultural and

social activities. Urban centres are
also most likely to be accessible for
people using public transport as well
as bicyclists and pedestrians.
Increasing activity in such centres will promote environmentally
sound transport and ensure that the
entire population has access to an
optimum supply of goods and services within a reasonable distance
without having to use a car.
Need for management
One main challenge in managing the
location of large shopping centres is
that each municipality is competing
with the others to attract businesses
to their municipality. In October
1996, the Ministry of the Environment sent a letter to all of Norways
municipalities, counties and regional
state authorities to urge them to use
the Planning and Building Act actively to manage the location of

shopping centres; one basis for this
would be the national policy guidelines on coordinated land-use and
transport planning. The counties
were especially asked to use county
planning as an instrument for influencing the regional location pattern.
This issue was then taken up in
Report to the Storting (parliament)
No. 29 (19961997) on county
planning and land-use policy. This
report warned that the Government
would be following developments
carefully. If the need for management was not implemented through
the ordinary planning process, the
Government would consider adopting national policy decisions in accordance with the Planning and
Building Act that impose a temporary moratorium on specific types
of development projects.
In debating the report, the Storting asked the Government to con-

Trends in shopping centres
Number of shopping centres
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0

Number of shopping centres in and outside towns and other settlements exceeding 800 m2 of
floor space in Norway, 19701998. The large shopping centres outside towns and other
settlements increased their market share from 12% in 1985 to 17% in 1998. The trends in
shopping centres have influenced consumers behaviour in the market. Large, automobilebased regional centres have reduced the significance of town centres as arenas for shopping. Source: Ministry of the Environment, Norway based on data from Andhøy 1992, 1994,
1996/97, Andhøy report no. 43/1998 and NOSS/Andhøy 1999.
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The planning system in Norway and national policy guidelines and decisions

National level
Members of the
Storting (parliament)

At the national level, policy is developed and comprehensive guidelines for regional and
municipal planning are issued. The Government may adopt national policy guidelines to
emphasize factors that require special consideration in planning. The guidelines are not
legally binding but can provide the basis for a veto at higher planning levels if they are not
followed. The Government may also adopt national policy decisions imposing a temporary
moratorium on specific types of development projects. Such decisions have priority over
older planning provisions.

National policy guidelines and decisions
Circulars and
regulations

Regional level
County plan

The counties prepare county plans. This can be a programme for the entire county, parts of
the county or a special theme. County plans have to be approved by the Government by
royal decree.

Approval by royal
decree (Government)

Municipal level
Municipalities prepare three types of plans. The municipal comprehensive plan is a
coordinated plan for local community development with binding provisions on land use.

Municipal
comprehensive plan

The local development plan and building development plan are detailed land-use plans
binding on the users of land.

Local development
plan

The building development plan is prepared for areas for which the municipal comprehensive
plan or local development plan requires a building development plan before the area is
developed.

Building development
plan

sider imposing a temporary moratorium on new shopping centres for
35 years. The Storting recommended that, in this period, the necessary county plans be prepared to
achieve stricter management in the
construction of shopping centres
and that the regulations in the Planning and Building Act be reviewed to
achieve stricter regulation of the
construction of shopping centres.

Rules for locating
shopping centres

State authorities or the county may
veto a plan in final form if it contradicts national or regional interests,
such as national policy guidelines. If
the municipality and the authority
submitting the objections cannot
reach agreement despite the mediation of the county governor, the

Ministry of the Environment decides
the matter. The Ministry may also
adopt a state plan if the municipality
refuses to prepare a plan when
national or regional interests are at
stake.

Moratorium on new shopping
centres and county planning
The national policy decision on
shopping centres outside the
centres of towns and other settlements was implemented by royal
decree on 8 January 1999 pursuant
to §17, subsection 1, point 2 of the
Planning and Building Act, Act No.
77 of 14 June 1985.
Without the authorization of the
county governor, the development
of new shopping centres with floor
space exceeding 3,000 m2 and the
expansion of existing shopping

centres resulting in total floor space
exceeding this size are prohibited.
A shopping centre is defined as
retail trade activity in buildings and
building complexes that are constructed, operated or appear as a
single unit as well as retail outlets
that require a customer or membership card to obtain access. This
definition thus covers shopping
centres selling one or more groups
of goods.
All types of retail trade, such as
small shops, larger supermarkets,
department stores and furniture
shops are considered shopping centres in this connection. The activity
does not have to be located in one
building to be considered a shopping
centre but can be grouped around a
square, a pedestrian street or open
square.
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The floor space includes common area and area used for sales,
storage, rooms for employee meals
or a canteen, offices and cultural
and leisure activities. Space for such
services as banks, post offices, the
Vinmonopol (the state monopoly on
retail sales of wine and spirits),
pharmacies and the like are also
included in the floor space. Parking
space and space for other functions
are not included.
The ban applies to the entire
country except:

I. New construction or expansion in
the centre of the 31 largest towns.
These towns have clear regional
functions, and there is no restriction on size for new construction or
expansion.
II. New construction or expansion in
the centre of other towns and
settlements and in city district and
local centres if the size of the
development is adapted to the size,
function and retail catchment area
of the location. This is intended to
ensure that the new construction
or expansion does not have
undesirable effects on trade and
the development of settlements in
nearby municipalities.
III. Shops that sell categories of goods
requiring extraordinary space. This
includes the sale of cars and other
motor vehicles, agricultural machines, timber and other bulky construction materials and sales from
nurseries and garden centres.
IV. New construction or expansion
that is specified in a local development plan that is in accordance
with the guidelines for the location
of retail trade and other service
functions in county plans that
have been approved after the
national policy decision entered
into force.

The ban does not apply to cases in
which a lawful building permit or
framework permit has been granted
pursuant to the Planning and
Building Act at the time the decision
entered into force.
The decision entered into force

on 1 February 1999 and can last up
to 5 years. New plans must comply
with this decision, and contradicting
it will provide the basis for a veto.
New building permits or framework
permits pursuant to the Planning and
Building Act may not be granted if
they contradict the decision.
The Ministry of the Environment
manages the national policy decision. In accordance with §13 of the
Planning and Building Act, the county governor, who is the leading state
representative in the counties, has
the authority to determine whether
to authorize exemptions. The
county, which is the authority for
regional policy, must always be consulted before such authorization is
given. Applications for the construction or expansion of a shopping
centre that requires authorization
must be sent to the municipality.
The municipality then assesses the
application in relation to the national
policy decision and sends the case
and its opinion to the county governor for a decision.
The applications for permits for
initiatives that the applicant believes
are in accordance with §4 of the
national policy decision must include
a special type of analysis. Similar to
the environmental impact assessment pursuant to the Planning and
Building Act, the initiator must pay
the costs of the analysis required to
assess the case.
The analysis must describe the
initiative, the location, planning
status and other relevant background information and include
analysis of retail trade primarily
intended to clarify the local and
regional effects of the initiative.
Other factors are dealt with in the
planning and building permit process. These include the effects on
transport and the key related factors
of accessibility by public transport
and the distribution of the modes of
transport as well as urban planning
considerations, aesthetic factors and
others.

The obligation to analyse the
project in relation to the exceptions
is independent of the assessment
obligations pursuant to the provisions on environmental impact
assessment. If a development
project is covered by these provisions, it must also undergo environmental impact assessment. The preparation of these two types of
assessment can be coordinated.
Until county plans have been
approved with guidelines that can
replace the national policy decision,
local development plans and building
development plans must be prepared
in accordance with this decision.
Contradicting the decision comprises the basis for a veto. Local
development plans and building
development plans approved after
1 February 1999 take precedence
over the national policy decision.
This means that authorization is not
necessary for projects that are in
accordance with local development
plans or building development plans
approved after the moratorium
entered into force.
The county plans must comply
with the aims of the decision while
adapting it to the regional situation.
County plans are expected to designate regional centres and specify the
catchment areas, show on a map or
otherwise outline the delimitation of
the centres of towns and other
settlements, designate any secondary centres, define the principles for
the location of retail trade with
goods that require extraordinary
space and the like. The Ministry will
consider the extent to which the
aims of the decision have been
achieved in its central assessment of
the county plans. Approved county
plans will nullify the moratorium in
the relevant county, or perhaps for
two or more counties for which an
entire area region be examined as a
whole, such as Oslo and Akershus
County.
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A national policy decision is replaced by county plans
Duration of up to 5 years
Temporary moratorium imposed

Replaced by

ê

County plans
s

County plans prepared
s
Planning and Building Act revised
s

The national policy decision is
expected to be strictly enforced in
practice to prevent the new construction and expansion of several
regional shopping centres before the
location issue is assessed in the
county plans.
When the moratorium was being
prepared in 1998, there were applications and plans for the construction and expansion of about
100 shopping centres. About 20 or
25 of these were assessed to contradict the moratorium because of
size and location. The county governors have forwarded eight cases to
the Ministry for decision because of
vetoes or appeals of approval decisions. Six of the eight cases have
been decided. All six were related to
the construction or expansion of
shopping centres outside the centre
of a town or other settlement and
were sustained in accordance with
the decision of the county governor.
The national policy decision has
largely functioned according to the
aims. Several regional construction
or expansion projects along the main
road network peripheral to and on
the edge of towns and other urban
settlements have been stopped.
Competition in retail trade has not
been weakened, existing shopping
centres both in urban centres and
elsewhere have increased their

s

Plans for shopping
centres

s

Municipal comprehensive plans
and other local plans prepared

Local plans

turnover and new projects in urban
centres are increasing.
The national policy decision has
functioned as an effective instrument in achieving a balanced location of retail trade in urban regions.
Attention focused on the implementation of the national policy decision
has promoted debate on urban policy and stimulated several municipalities to focus on developing urban
centres. When several shopping
centres are constructed in an urban
centre, this places new demands on
the design and on the public framework and conditions for development. Urban shopping centres must
be adapted to the existing buildings

and urban structure, and requirements include the efficient use of
land, physical design, parking and
the coordination with policy on
goods and passenger transport. This
also presents new challenges for
developers.
The Ministry of the Environment
has established a forum for county
planners and representatives of
regional state authorities, ministries
and retail trade organizations to
discuss technical issues related to
the moratorium on new shopping
centres. The Ministry has published
guidelines (in Norwegian; T-1317)
that provide advice and examples on
how plans and provisions can be
designed to manage the extent and
location of retail trade in municipal
comprehensive plans, local development plans and building development plans in accordance with the
national policy decision. A current
project is preparing guidelines and
examples of how county plans can
be designed to manage the construction of shopping centres.
The first two county plans with
guidelines for the location of retail
trade were adopted recently and
have been sent to the Ministry for
approval, but none has been approved yet. Several plans are being
prepared.

Regional centre
The example shows the
delimitation of the
centre in an urban
centre in Akershus
County as shown in the
proposed county plan
for retail trade,
services and structure
of urban centres. The
shaded area is the
urban centre. The three
circles have radii of
200, 300 and 500
metres.
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Planning for retail trade in Finland
Objectives of managing
retail trade through
planning

After extensive political debate, provisions on the management of the
location of large retail outlets were
incorporated into Finlands new
Land Use and Building Act that
entered into force on 1 January
2000. These provisions were considered urgent and therefore already
entered into force in March 1999.
Need for management
The structure of retail trade in Finland has changed rapidly in recent
years. For example, the number of
retail outlets exceeding 2,500 m2
with more than half the floor space
devoted to non-food nearly doubled
in the 1990s. The number increased
from 50 to 95, and their market
share of daily consumer goods increased from 6% to 20%. The
transfer of retail trade to large
outlets outside residential areas and
town centres has comprised a significant factor in fracturing the
spatial structure of local commun-

ities. Inadequate management
instruments have restricted the
opportunities for the municipalities
and regional councils to intervene in
these trends.
A working group appointed in
1997 by the Ministry of the Environment established the objectives
and principles underlying the management of retail trade. The report
of this group emphasizes strengthening town centres as one key
objective. In addition, the activity
requirements for retail trade in
residential districts were to be
ensured so that the entire population, including disabled and elderly
people, obtains appropriate access
to commercial services. The objective was to slow the shift of retail
trade from the town centres and
residential areas to large outlets constructed outside the town centres.
Instead the large retail outlets are to
be located in existing centres and
within reach of all types of public
transport to support the existing
structure of local communities:
major urban centres, local centres

and the public transport infrastructure.
The working group especially
emphasized that municipalities
need to cooperate on planning and
location of the network of retail
trade services and large retail
outlets. The urban region was
considered to be the main level for
planning the location of retail trade.
Thus, the regional land-use plans
and local master plans would be
developed so that the municipalities
could improve the management of
the location of retail trade. This requires assessment and setting targets for retail trade services to be
prepared in cooperation with the
regional councils, municipalities and
consumers.
In addition to the provisions on
retail trade, the new Land Use and
Building Act has improved the basis
for managing the location of retail
trade. The new Act has clarified the
tasks to be carried out at the various
planning levels and prepares the
foundation for achieving the national
objectives on land use.

Rules governing planning for retail trade in Finland
Planning level
The Minister for the Environment determines the national objectives for land use. These
objectives are binding for state authorities. The objectives must be complied with in regional land-use planning and other land-use planning to promote the potential for achieving the objectives.
The Ministry of the Environment and the regional environmental centres then monitor
each region to ensure that the national objectives for land use are complied with in landuse planning at the regional and municipal levels. The regional environmental centres are
regional units of the state environmental administration. They can intervene in
municipalities planning through such measures as appealing a decision to approve a plan.

National level
National objectives
for land use

Regional level

The regional council prepares a regional land-use plan. The regional council is a political
organ comprising all the municipalities in a region.
The regional land-use plan outlines the principles for land use and the spatial structure
of the region and specifies areas that are necessary for regional development. A regional
land-use plan may also be prepared in stages or for part of a region.
The regional council adopts the regional land-use plan. An adopted regional land-use
plan is then sent to the Ministry of the Environment to be approved.

Regional land-use
plan
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Municipal level

The municipalities prepare local master plans and local detailed plans.
The local master plans provide general guidance on the overall community structure and
land use for the municipality and coordinate the spatial functions of various sectors. The
master plan provides the principles for the desired development and indicates areas in
which detailed planning is required.

Local master plan

In addition, the municipalities may prepare a joint master plan for several municipalities. A
municipality may give a joint municipal authority the task of preparing and adopting a joint
master plan. The Ministry of the Environment approves joint municipal master plans.
According to the new Land Use and Building Act, local master plans and detailed plans no
longer have to be approved by any state authority.

Joint municipal
master plans

Local detailed plans

A detailed plan is prepared for the detailed regulation of land use, building and development
in a specific tract of land.

According to the Act, businesses
exceeding 2,000 m2 should normally
be regulated separately. Retail outlets
selling goods requiring extraordinary
space do not normally require special regulation (§114 of the Act).
Town centres are given priority as
the location for large retail outlets.
There is no absolute ban on location
outside town centres, but there are
certain conditions for such a location.
National level
The national objectives for land use
are a new feature of the management of land use in Finland. The
main aim of the objectives is to
guarantee that interests of national
importance are taken into account in
regional and municipal planning and
in the authorities administrative
practice. The objectives comprise
the basis for proactive management
of planning, which has achieved an
even larger role since the municipalities plans no longer have to be approved. The Eduskunta/Riksdag
(parliament) is currently debating a
preliminary proposal on the national
guidelines for land use.
The proposal also includes objectives for retail trade. The opportunities to consolidate the spatial
structure of society will be assessed, and the necessary measures

must be presented in the regional
land-use plans and local master
plans. In urban areas in particular,
well-functioning public transport,
central districts and a network of
services that promotes access to
these services as well as the location
of large retail outlets must generally
be considered. New important
districts for dwellings, workplaces
or services must be located within
the existing urban structure. Large
retail outlets should be located so
that they support the structure of
urban communities. These objectives can only be deviated from if
assessment of needs and effects
demonstrates that the development
project promotes sustainable
development.
Regional level
The regional council prepares a regional land-use plan. The regional
council comprises representatives of
the municipalities in a given region.
The Ministry of the Environment
manages and monitors regional landuse planning and ensures that the
national objectives for retail trade
have been incorporated appropriately within the regional objectives.
The regional land-use plan is the
only plan besides a joint municipal
master plan that has to be approved
by the state authorities (the Ministry

of the Environment).
The regional council establishes
the regional network of urban centres, local centres and the network
of retail trade services in the regional land-use plan. This plan delimits the areas zoned for centre
functions and the location of large
regional retail outlets. These can be
located outside the town centres if it
can be demonstrated that they do
not contradict the objective of
sustainable development. It is
especially important that the areas
for centre functions be delimited,
since this simultaneously determines
the areas into which large retail
outlets are especially directed. The
first regional land-use plans pursuant to the Land Use and Building
Act are being prepared now. The old
plans are in force for now.
Municipal level
The municipality prepares a local
master plan, which is the main planning instrument for managing the
location of retail trade. In the local
master plan, the municipality can
delimit the areas for centre functions and for retail outlets that are
not large enough to have regional
effects. A joint municipal master
plan for several municipalities is a
new planning instrument that is
especially well suited for the
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planning of urban regions. The
municipalities in an urban region can
use the joint master plan to develop
a common opinion on the development of the service network of retail
trade and on the principles for locating large retail outlets outside
town centres.
The separate regulation of large
retail outlets is based explicitly on
the local detailed plan. According to
the Land Use and Building Act
(§58), a building permit for a large
retail outlet may be granted outside
an area designated for centre functions only if the local detailed plan
explicitly specifies this. This means
in practice that the location of a
large retail outlet outside an urban
centre requires a local detailed plan
or an amendment to the existing
plan. The proposed local detailed
plan must assess the effects on the
environment, the social effects, the
economic effects and other effects
in the entire catchment area of the
business.
The provisions of the local detailed plan may include preventing or
restricting the adverse environmental effects as well as the type and
size of the business if this is necessary to ensure access to retail trade
services (§57, point 1 of the Act).
For example, a local detailed plan
may define the proportion of floor
space in a business to be set aside
for daily consumer goods.
Requirements for the content of
regional land-use plans, local
master plans and local detailed
plans
The location of retail trade is also
managed through the requirements

stipulated for the content of the regional land-use plan, the local
master plan and the local detailed
plan. The most important stipulation
for the location of retail trade in the
regional land-use plan is a appropriate structure of districts and spatial
functions. A separate provision related to access to services was included in the requirements for local
master plans and local detailed plans
in relation to the management of the
location of retail trade. The local
detailed plan must be prepared so
that it creates the prerequisites for
regional access to services (§54 of
the Act).
The requirements related to the
content of plans also comprise a
basis for appealing a decision to
adopt a plan. The requirements for
content related to services were not
included in previous legislation. The
first veto of a local detailed plan in
which regional access to retail trade
services comprised the reason for
the veto pursuant to the new Land
Use and Building Act is currently
being decided in the courts.
The effects on retail trade on the
environment are assessed as part of
the planning process. A separate
procedure for environmental impact
assessment is only used in exceptional cases. The Land Use and
Building Act (§9) requires that the
environmental impact be assessed
thoroughly within the entire area in
which the plan is likely to have significant effects. The results of the
environmental impact assessment
are used to determine whether the
plan fulfils the requirements related
to the content of the plan regarding
retail trade.

Experience in managing
the location of retail
outlets

Planning for retail trade in urban
regions
The regional council and the large
municipalities in urban regions have
prior experience in cooperating in
planning for commercial services.
The principles that were prepared
jointly have not always been able to
withstand the pressure that is applied in practice because management instruments are inadequate.
The new legislation provides a more
sustainable framework for this cooperation.
Urban regions have various planning models for the retail service
network.
The municipalities in the Turku
(Åbo) region and the regional council have jointly prepared an analysis
of the retail service network. The
regional land-use plan and the municipalities own local master plans
were prepared based on this analysis.
The municipalities in the Oulu
(Uleåborg) region prepare a joint
municipal master plan, and a joint
municipal authority was created for
this purpose. The master plan is
based on an analysis of planning
principles for local centres in the
urban region, and the analysis also
takes a position on the location of
retail services.
Tornio and Haparanda comprise
an urban region that is divided by a
national border. These towns have
prepared a plan for a joint centre
and extensive commercial projects
there.

§9. Assessment of the effects when plans are prepared
A plan shall be based on adequate investigation and assessment. When a
plan is prepared, the environmental effects, including the economic effects on
society, social, cultural and other effects of the plan, shall be assessed to the
extent required. The assessment shall cover the entire area in which the plan is
likely to have significant effects.
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Urban planning and retail trade in Iceland
Retail trade

Retail trade has traditionally been
considered difficult to manage in a
sparsely populated country such as
Iceland. Since Iceland has many
cars, many families do all their
shopping by car.
Young people, old people and disabled people have often been forgotten in the planning for the location of retail outlets and other retail
services as well as accessibility for
pedestrians and bicyclists. A further
factor is underdeveloped public
transport, which even in the Greater
Reykjavík Area has difficulty in providing service because of a
sprawled pattern of residential development. The urban building stock
in Iceland is relatively new.
Iceland has a special quality
relative to the other Nordic countries: a much larger proportion of
the population living in the metropolitan area of the capital. Of the
280,000 inhabitants, 170,000 (60%)
live in the seven municipalities of the
Greater Reykjavík Area. Less than
1 hour by car are a further 16,000
in the Keflavík area, 6,000 in
Akranes and 5,000 in the Selfoss
area. Thus, more than 70% of the
population lives in the Greater
Reykjavík Area or its nearby sphere
of influence.
These demographic factors partly
explain why the problems with large
retail outlets are different in Iceland
than in the other Nordic countries.
The concentration of retail trade in
large shopping centres in the
Greater Reykjavík Area has certainly
caused various disturbances and
relocation of retail space.
The master plan prepared for
Reykjavík in the early 1960s designated a secondary centre that ended
up negatively affecting the retailers
in the city centre. Three decades
later, this centre has been revived,
although this new centre, Kringlan,

has been expanded considerably.
Similarly, the municipalities in the
Greater Reykjavík Area have attempted to outbid one another by
zoning substantial tracts of land for
large shopping centres in their
master plans.
The Greater Reykjavík Area has
had very sporadic regional cooperation on urban planning, but in 1998
a regional plan for the Greater Reykjavík Area began to be prepared.
This will be presented in the near
future as a complete proposal and
will probably be approved by the
Ministry of the Environment in early
2001.
Before the cooperation on the
regional plan was initiated, one
municipality had very advanced
plans for a gigantic shopping centre,
Smarinn, which would be located
extremely favourably because of its
position in the road network and its
central location in the region.
Nevertheless, it will probably reduce
the supply of retail goods in the
nearby retail districts through its
concentration and size. In addition,
it will generate enormous traffic
problems in the intersections of
access roads and will be inaccessible to people without a car.
One problem for planning has
been inadequate statistical information. Statistics were therefore gathered for the Greater Reykjavík Area
in connection with the regional
planning work showing that about
130,000 m2 of floor space was used
for retail trade and services in 1998.
Excluding offices, entertainment and
restaurants, about 100,000 m2
remained for retail trade. Of this,
nearly half is located in Reykjavíks
traditional retailing district and in the
centre. The secondary centre,
Kringlan, comprised about one fifth
of the total retail space, about
20,000 m2 .
The retail space per person is

increasing steadily. The Greater
Reykjavík Area had 7.7 m2 per
person in 1998, and Reykjavík had
9.7 m2 . The corresponding numbers
for 1984 were 5.5 and 7.1 m2 ,
respectively.

Urban planning

The Planning and Building Act that
entered into force on 1 January
1998 amalgamated two acts: the
Urban Planning Act from 1964 and
the Building Act from 1979. The
new Act specified more clearly than
previous acts the municipalities
responsibility for planning and building.
The Planning and Building Act
has no provisions related directly to
retail trade or land use for retail trade purposes. The detailed provisions
on the content of plans have largely
been transferred to a statutory order, or as the Act states: The
statutory order on planning shall
specify in detail the production of
plans, such as the content of plan
descriptions, the appearance of
planning documents, easements and
planning provisions ...
The statutory order on planning
governs both retail trade and services, that is, land use for shops and
offices, in the same provisions.
In addition to this definition of land
use for shops and offices, a separate category of land use is defined
as urban centres intended to serve
large land areas, urban settlements
or more than one urban district.
The municipalities have a diverse
range of options to fulfil the provisions and intentions of the Planning
and Building Act. The numbers of
inhabitants range from 110,000 in
Reykjavík to 49 in Tingvalla, but the
need for planning capacity certainly
does not necessarily decline with the
number of inhabitants.
Municipalities have been amalgamated voluntarily in recent years.
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Provisions of the statutory order on retail trade and services
4.5.

Districts zoned for retail trade
and services
4.5.1. Definition of districts zoned
for retail trade and services:
Districts zoned for retail trade
and services (that is, shops
and office space) shall mainly
be reserved for the location of
shops and office space that
serve the adjacent residential
areas. When circumstances
permit, dwellings may be located in districts zoned for
retail trade and services,
especially in the upper
storeys of the buildings.
4.5.2. Districts zoned for retail trade
and services in plans:
Regional plans shall account
for the already developed and
planned districts zoned for
retail trade and services
outside urban areas that serve
a delimited land area.

The number has declined from 213
in 1989 to the current 124. Iceland
does not have any intermediate level
of administration (counties in the
other Nordic countries). The
municipalities cooperate across
municipal boundaries in various
ways, such as joint municipal
boards, but these have no
administrative responsibilities.
Although regional planning has
been implemented in Iceland since
the 1960s, not all regions have a
regional spatial plan. One reason for
this is there is no clear continuity
for such planning, and the
municipalities have not seen the
advantages of planning land use in a
larger context.
When environmental concerns
became more important, the interest
and need for regional planning
gradually increased. When the
municipalities started to cooperate
on regional planning, this promoted
the amalgamation of municipalities
in certain cases.

Master plans (municipal plans)
shall account for already
developed and potential future
districts zoned for retail trade
and services. Districts zoned
for retail trade and services
outside urban areas shall be
designated in a planning map
for the entire municipality,
whereas districts zoned for
retail trade and services in
urban areas shall be specified in
the master planning map for
urban areas. The plan shall
account to the extent necessary
for the location, size and
building density allowed for
these districts as well as other
characteristics of already
developed and planned
districts zoned for retail trade
and services and for the
relationship of these districts to
other uses of land.

The new Act has not substantially
changed regional planning
procedures, but in connection with
the municipal master planning, it has
been emphasized and recommended
that all municipalities prepare a plan
before 2008. Similarly, the Act
stipulated that all activities requiring
a building permit must be carried
out in accordance with an approved
master plan and an adopted detailed
development plan.

Regulation of land use
for retail trade purposes

The objectives of the Planning and
Building Act include ensuring the
protection of nature and the cultural
heritage, preventing adverse environmental effects and overexploitation and making sustainable development the main aim. This is inadequately carried through in the text
of the Act, especially for sustainable
development.
The location of retail trade in the
Greater Reykjavík Area is not espe-

Detailed development plans
(local plans and regulation
plans) shall account for planned
development and, if necessary,
for individual buildings and
provide detailed guidelines on
land use for individual
properties and larger areas. The
plans shall also account for the
use of open spaces such as
squares and parks, planting,
playgrounds, parking for motor
vehicles and other factors as the
need arises. When residential
areas are specified in the detailed development plan for a
district zoned for retail trade and
services, the plan shall account
for how the residents are to be
ensured access to recreational
and play areas and motor vehicle
parking and how the standards
on protection from noise established by the statutory order on
pollution are to be met.

cially environmentally sound or
sustainable. In any case, it creates
uncontrolled road traffic.
The regional plan being prepared
for the Greater Reykjavík Area certainly emphasizes the environmental
aspects of urban planning more
visibly than previously. For example,
one objective is to increase the
density of urban settlements considerably. Nevertheless, this can easily
contradict the wishes of the inhabitants, who express displeasure with
new buildings in areas they have
considered to be recreational areas.
Retail trade, in contrast, is not being
attributed any special operational
role in achieving sustainability.
Reykjavíks planning authorities
are more aware than previously
about the role of land use in achieving a sustainable future. Thus, the
detailed development planning for
urban centres has been accelerated,
as one aim is to increase the number
of residential districts, which
thereby creates a need for relatively
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precise detailed development planning. The direct need for amending
legislation to make this process
more flexible has not arisen so far.

The Planning Agency of the
Ministry of the Environment has the
task of preparing guidelines for the
municipalities planning work.

There are no current plans to
specify very narrowly the content
of the municipalities master plans.
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Border regions between the Nordic countries

Bothnian Arch region with
Haparanda and Tornio

TrondheimÅre region
Oslo Fjord/Västra Götaland
Värmland
region
Øresund
region:
Greater CopenhagenRegion Skåne
Four Nordic border regions

Cross-border shopping,
location and sustainable
urban development
Cross-border shopping covers individual purchases of goods and
services by individuals and companies taking advantage of the difference in taxes and other price differences in neighbouring countries.
The point is not whether there is
lively individual shopping between
the town centres of Helsingør,
Denmark and Helsingborg, Sweden
but whether cross-border shopping
in the Nordic countries leads to the
inappropriate location of shops and
other negative effects.
The key factor is whether the
location patterns that emerge as a
result of cross-border shopping are
sustainable in a longer-term perspective and whether they stimulate
or weaken the conditions of the
existing urban communities.
Different planning and location
traditions conflict in border regions.
In addition, large investors increasingly view a cross-border region as
one region, and new fields of activity can therefore arise without
prior societal discussion or environmental impact assessment.

The Øresund region
In Denmark the state, the regional
planning authorities and the municipalities carry out planning. Denmarks planning for retail trade is
based on location in town centres,
a common basis for analysis, differentiation between outlets selling
daily consumer goods and outlets
selling speciality goods and limitations on maximum shop size.
The regional planning authority
plans for a coherent regional structure for retail trade. The municipal
council plans to achieve a coherent

A planned, coherent
structure for retail
trade in Greater
Copenhagen has now
been adopted.
The development
opportunities have been
distributed in accordance with the objectives
of the Planning Act and
the regional objectives
with the aim of increasing the insufficient proportion of goods bought
locally in many urban
communities and
changing the balance
currently favouring the
large regional centres.
The municipal centres, smaller city district
centres and local centres are part of the
overall structure of
delimited, centrally located districts zoned for
retail trade.
The overall network
of urban centres emphasizes the finger-like
structure of Greater
Copenhagen.
There is not yet any
complete map of
Greater Copenhagen
with the structure of
urban retail centres in
full detail.
The top map shows
the level of detail the
complete map will have.

municipal structure for retail trade
that respects the regional plan.
In Sweden, the state and municipalities carry out planning, with
the county administrative board appointed by the state as a dialogue
partner for the municipalities. Each
municipality is required to consider
numerous perspectives in its planning and to consult with neighbouring municipalities on special problems.
Retail trade planning in Sweden
differs from the corresponding
planning in the neighbouring coun-

Retail trade centres
Level 1  regional retail trade centres
Level 2  large municipal centres
Level 3  other municipal centres
Level 4  large local and district centres
Level 5  small local and district centres

Planned overall structure
for retail trade centres in
Frederiksborg County
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tries, as the public planning in Sweden has traditionally focused less on
the location of retail outlets. Sweden
has allowed the short-term interests
of the retailers themselves to determine the location of retail outlets
much more than in the other Nordic
countries.
Thus, Sweden has a more widespread tradition for shopping centres peripheral to a town centre or
adjacent to a neighbouring municipality.
The fixed Øresund link and
booming economies have promoted
the perspective of viewing the
Øresund region as a single investment target, also in retail trade. The
latest development is increasing
pressure for a common location
pattern and more harmonized planning principles in the two countries.
The Øresund region has many
small, medium-sized and large urban communities in both countries.
But the distance between the urban
communities is smaller in Greater

Copenhagen (1.8 million inhabitants)
than in Skåne (1.3 million inhabitants), which is a much larger geographical area.
The urban pattern in Greater
Copenhagen has developed into a
more coherent urban structure than
that in Skåne.
Region Skåne was created on
1 January 1999, and this established
a regional authority for all of Skåne.
Greater Copenhagen obtained a similar authority on 1 July 2000 when
the Greater Copenhagen Authority
was created.
Nevertheless, these two regional
authorities have different mandates.
The Greater Copenhagen Authority
has been delegated responsibility
and authority for regional planning,
which has been transferred from
the five previous regional planning
authorities in Greater Copenhagen,
whereas Region Skåne was not
given authority over regional planning or other spatial planning.
The authorities in the Øresund

region are cooperating based on an
agreed common environmental programme that also covers spatial
planning, including the theme of retail trade. No initiative has yet been
taken, however, for cooperation on
retail trade.
Negotiations on the first coordinated planning for retail trade in
Greater Copenhagen pursuant to
the new objectives and rules of the
Planning Act were completed by the
five regional planning authorities and
the Ministry of Environment and
Energy in June 2000.
The result is a coherent, planned
structure for retail trade for all of
Greater Copenhagen.
The development opportunities
are distributed to correct the imbalances in supply in local areas and to
maintain a diverse supply of goods
in many different locations. No new
shops selling daily consumer goods
may exceed 3,000 m2 in gross floor
space, and very few shops selling
speciality goods may exceed 1,000

In 1996, the Skåne County Administrative Board conducted a survey of where the numerous peripheral shopping centres for which plans
were prepared were to be located. This overview provoked extensive discussion of the role of county administrative boards as authorities in
accordance with Swedens planning legislation. Two new maps show the location of retail trade within and outside cities and towns in Skåne.
The map on the left shows the planned retail trade centres and the map on the right shows existing centres.
Source: Skåne County Administrative Board
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m2 and reach 1,500 m2, except for
Copenhagen City CentreØrestad,
where the limit is 2,000 m2.
With very few minor exceptions,
shops in Greater Copenhagen, as in
the rest of Denmark, must be located in town centres. Copenhagen
City CentreØrestad is considered
as a single national centre, and the
retail development in Copenhagen
City Centre will be transferred to
Ørestad because of the medieval
structure of Copenhagen City Centre and the need for space for additional national functions. Ørestad
is also the urban centre in an urban
area planned with a volume of development that could reach 3 million m2.
The planned, coherent structure
for retail trade in Greater Copenhagen does not allow new peripheral
shopping centres.
Regionförbundet Skåne (a voluntary association of the municipalities
in Skåne) prepared a proposal for a
policy on peripheral shopping centres. It includes the regional considerations that should be included in
the planning for retail trade and a
proposed decision-making process
if peripheral shopping centres are to
be allowed. The policy was presented to the councillors elected to
the new Skåne Regional Assembly
on 1 January 1999, which did not
take a position on it.
Skåne expects a strong increase
in population and economic growth
with great retail trade activity. The
municipalities in Skåne have therefore prepared numerous plans for
new peripheral shopping centres for
large-scale retail trade in recent
years.
The numerous plans have increased the interest in both the positive and negative effects on town
centres and on neighbouring municipalities. The Skåne County Administrative Board has thus strengthened the advisory dialogue with
municipalities.
The Board has decided to change

The substantial cross-border shopping between Norway and Sweden takes place in Sweden
next to the border, but the area affected includes many towns in Norway. This shopping is
especially concentrated in the Municipality of Strömstad in Sweden.
Source: Ministry of the Environment, Norway

its practice and to outline requirements for the municipalities environmental impact assessment and
reports on transport and retail trade
for the plan proposals that enable
new retail outlets of 3,000 m2 or
larger.
In addition, the Board supports
the state viewpoint that the municipalities should incorporate retail
trade as a planning theme in the
municipal comprehensive plans and
that they should consider this theme
in a regional planning perspective.
The Board further requires that the
planning municipality consult other

affected municipalities. In special
cases, the Board has also arranged
consultation with planning authorities in Denmark.
The changed routines of the
Board are based especially on the
requirements of the Planning and
Building Act that the municipalities
coordinate their plans among themselves.

Border regions between
Norway and Sweden
In Norway, the state, the counties
and the municipalities carry out
planning.
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Nordbyen in the Municipality of Strömstad. Shops and other services have been located at a
large road intersection near the border with Norway. The area is outside urban
communities. In this case, the area was designated through municipal planning.

A 5-year moratorium on the development of retail outlets larger that
3,000 m2 is now being replaced by
county plans with new planning
provisions for retail trade.
Economic estimates show that
the cross-border shopping between
Norway and Sweden comprised
SKK 23 billion per year from 1979
to 1996. Both the number of
customers and turnover have increased strongly in recent years;
turnover is expected to reach SKK
10 billion for 2000.
The cross-border shopping takes
place in Sweden, and the retail outlets are located along the roads near
the border. This affects large geographical areas on both sides of the
border.
Mainly urban communities in
Norway, but also some in Sweden,
are weakened by the peripheral location of outlets in Sweden.
Shopping by Norwegians on the
Swedish side of the border comprises a considerable proportion of
turnover in a few places, especially
in the Municipalities of Strömstad,
Årjäng and Eda. Other Swedish
municipalities on the border further
north also have many customers

from Norway. The Municipality of
Åre serves many customers from
the adjacent areas in Trøndelag, including Trondheim.
The border regions in Norway are
much more densely populated than
the border regions in Sweden. Most
cross-border shoppers travel from
the nearest municipalities in Norway,
but some people who shop in Sweden live far from the border. Interview studies show that many of the
shoppers in the Municipality of
Strömstad in northwestern Västra
Götaland County live in Oslo or in
Akershus, Vestfold or Telemark
Counties.
The most important reason that
Norwegians shop in Sweden is lower prices, especially for meat, alcohol, tobacco and dairy products.
The price differences are related to
such differences as taxes, costs of
doing business, customs rules and
trade agreements.
The strong growth of cross-border shopping has laid the basis for
expanding retail outlets in Swedish
municipalities. This applies especially
to the Municipality of Strömstad, in
which the peripheral retail floor
space has tripled in recent years.

The Municipality of Strömstad
receives about one third of the total
cross-border shopping in this region. The number of shops selling
daily consumer goods has increased
in recent years. One grocery chain
has been created that specializes in
cross-border shopping and has constructed shops on the border with
Norway in several places. The
Systembolaget (alcohol monopoly)
and other retailers are also increasingly focusing on cross-border
shopping in such locations as
Strömstad and Charlottenberg
(Municipality of Eda).
The Municipality of Strömstad
has decided to zone an area for this
shopping called Nordbyen outside
the Municipalitys urban communities and quite distant from the main
town. The original reason for doing
this was to reduce the number of
tourists and road traffic in the centre of Strömstad.
The huge increase in turnover in
the peripheral location is being followed up by increasing designation
of land zoned for retail trade in peripheral areas.
According to Swedish newspapers, a new project with 19,000 m2
of floor space is being prepared.
The newspapers have reported a
number of trends indicating that the
region is developing into a crossborder region with shops in one
country and customers in another.
Cooperation between Østfold
County and the nearer part of Västra
Götaland County has been ongoing
for many years on culture, tourism,
education, re-search and business
development. The location of retail
trade through spatial planning,
however, has not been a theme of
cooperation.
Shops have also been located
near the new motorways. Nevertheless, the Municipality of Strömstad
and the state Road Directorate in
Sweden now agree that the continued development of retail outlets
along the roads outside urban com-
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munities must be stopped, and
future stretches of road will not be
used for this purpose. This is being
incorporated into the municipal
comprehensive plan.

Bothnian Arch region with
Haparanda and Tornio
In Finland, the state, joint municipal
boards and the municipalities carry
out planning.
From Finlands perspective, the
greatest need for managing the location of cross-border shopping is
on the borders with Sweden and the
Russian Federation.
It is expected in Finland that
common rules will be prepared for
the location of retail outlets at the
border between Finland and the
Russian Federation.
The cross-border shopping between Finland and Sweden, however, has been declining since they
both entered the European Union
and signed the Schengen agreement
on changed customs inspection
between European Union countries.
This trend could also apply in the
long term between Sweden and
Norway.
Both the SwedishFinnish and
FinnishRussian border regions
have numerous urban communities.
Most shopping across the SwedishFinnish border takes place in
Haparanda and Tornio.
These two towns are in the Bothnian Arch (Bottenviksbågen), which
is a coastal zone with about 500,000
inhabitants at the northern end of
the Gulf of Bothnia. Much of the
population and industrial activity
in northern Sweden and northern
Finland is located in this coastal
region.
A preliminary vision and development guidelines for the Bothnian
Arch have been prepared, but this
does not cover retail trade issues.
Along the SwedishFinnish border, the cooperation between Haparanda and Tornio is the first expression of the sensible approach of

URBAN REGION
DENSELY POPULATED AREA
URBAN AREA
RECREATION AREA
PROTECTED AREA
AGRICULTURAL AREA

The Bothnian Arch region on the border between Sweden and Finland with the border towns
Haparanda and Tornio
Source: Plancenter Ltd

cooperating across borders on the
location of retail outlets.
Haparanda and Tornio have developed based on cross-border shopping for decades, including the shifts
of retail trade between these two
towns resulting from trends in retail
prices and other economic parameters in Sweden and Finland.
The two towns are adjacent and
immediately on each side of the border and comprise a common, local
border area. The two urban communities have therefore prepared a
joint plan for a common city centre
with potential large commercial
development projects.
One function of the new town

centre is to prevent new retail
development outside the urban
structure. To support the appropriate dimensions of new commercial projects, an assessment of the
entire market situation has been
prepared. This includes the town of
Haparanda, the town of Tornio and
the Municipalities of Keminmaa,
Tervola and Övertorneå.
Haparanda and Tornio will prepare a new joint comprehensive plan.
It will include planning provisions
that will regulate the location of retail trade and other factors.
The Municipality of Tornio is
part of the Regional Council of Lapland.

The twin border towns
Haparanda in Sweden (left)
and Tornio in Finland
(right).
In between, their planned
common urban centre is
joined by the national
border.
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